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Three arguments for music education
A short article by Professor Nina Kraus and Dr Travis White-Schwoch, from the Brainvolts 
Lab at Northwestern University USA, was released in the July/Aug edition of American 
Scientist. The title said it all – The Argument for Music Education. They did, in fact, 
present three arguments for music education, but favoured one as providing the most 
vital points about the importance of music education.

It is a great read, and I appreciated their expert handling of the issue that, by its very 
nature, research wants to control as many variable or intangible elements as possible, 
but “every layer of control added to experiments with music education can obscure the 
intangible that make music music.” They also illuminated the real-world experience of 
research into music education by nesting their ideas in the story of The Harmony Project 
of America. Here is a project that, on their first data gathering experience, found music 
learning had little to no impact on brain development. Yet what they needed was time, 
and when they returned a year later, they found evidence to support the idea that “music 
training sets up children’s brains to make them better learners by enhancing both sound 
processing in the brain and cognition.”

While I enjoyed the storytelling and the deft way Kraus and White-Schwoch outlined the 
issues of researching music education, I was intrigued when I got to the final page where 
they started outlining the three arguments, as they see them, for music education. Here is 
a summary of the three arguments.

The indirect, incentive and intangible arguments for music education

The first argument described by Kraus & White-Schwoch is the indirect argument, which 
is that “music boosts brain and cognitive function that is important for learning”. I would 
add to this definition a few details, music [learning] boosts brain and cognitive function 
that is important for [non-musical] learning.

The second argument described by Kraus & White-Schwoch, the incentive argument, is 
similar in many ways to the indirect argument but goes straight to measurable aspects or 
metrics related to the non-musical learning outcomes. These are metrics such as school 
graduation rates, college admission rates and standardised test results.

The third argument described by Kraus & White-Schwoch is the intangible argument, 
which “proposes that the deepest benefits of music education [which] are challenging to 
a set of data points and parameters. Such benefits include the focus and discipline that 
come from years of regular practice, the social engagement and satisfaction that grow 
when making music in an ensemble, the friendship that results from staying twice a week 
after school for a rehearsal, and the confidence that develops from performing alone on a 
stage. “

Which argument is better?

Whether it be an implicit or explicit judgement, the intangible argument often gets seen 
as the better and/or pure argument for music education. And it may well be just that. I 
often get quietly reminded that music is good for music’s sake, and all the non-musical 
skills or benefits are cheapening or lessening the true value of music education. For me, 
it doesn’t ring true to have only one argument for anything. Indeed, enriching activities 
of any kind will have more than one reason to do them. What matters to me is which 

argument or reason will make the most impact on not only the person I am speaking to 
but the role they are filling.

Using all three arguments for greater impact

This article and the idea of different arguments for music education got me thinking 
about the many decision makers in the music education experience. When I thought 
about talking to a parent who was primarily concerned about their child’s development 
and how music would play a role in that, I didn’t think the incentive argument would really 
work. I would probably lead with the indirect argument, speaking to the transferable 
skills music learning can impart, before backing these up with the indirect and intangible 
arguments.

If I was speaking to a board member, I don’t think I would lead with the intangible 
argument. In their board member role, they may be more concerned with the public 
image of the school and reducing any risk of damaging that, so I might start with the 
indirect argument focusing on end of school results. If I was talking to philanthropists, 
assuming they supported music education in their giving, they would probably have 
chosen to support music education for all the reasons that are not as valued by education 
policy and practices, the social engagement and therapeutic aspects.

So, I did a little experiment. I listed all the participants in music education, both inside the 
community and outside, and then estimated which argument I would use when starting 
a conversation with them and which order I may introduce the other two arguments. I did 
not include students because as a teacher, I feel that I would approach the reasons for 
learning music quite differently.

Here is what I got – 1 is for the first argument I would use, and 2 & 3 are for follow-up 
arguments.
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I then wondered if any of these participants shared the same patterns when it came to 
primary and secondary arguments. I sorted the list, and this is what I got.
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Group 1 – the board members and school leadership team

With each group, I asked myself what the members may have in common. If we look 
purely at the roles themselves, rather than the individuals and their specific interests, 
characteristics and backgrounds, board members and school leadership teams probably 
have the smooth and effective running of the school, the reputation of the school and 
support of the parent body in mind. They would also be consistently aware of any risk 
or foreseeable problems that their approval or implementation of a music program, in 
particular, may have. Therefore, the indirect argument may be a great place to start as it 
is specific enough about the skills and benefits music learning can assist. Following up 
with the incentive argument shows the outcomes that can come from the skills music 
education develops.

Group 2 – Parents (with academic concerns), school leaders, non-music teachers in 
high school and policymakers

What do the people in this group have in common? They have a interest in the specific 
measurements of success for their child or student that are common in most education 
systems towards the end of secondary or high school. This group not only focuses on 
these external measures, they still care about the educational quality, but the impact of 
music learning on an “end goal” that impacts on university or college entry, access to 
an apprenticeship or internship or successfully entering the workforce can focus their 
concerns. For this reason, the incentive argument, followed by the indirect argument, may 
be an effective approach. Sharing the research that students who studied music in school 
in British Columbia were found to be at least one year ahead of their peers in English, 
Maths and Science at graduation might be persuasive1. You could also share that 93% of 
STEM graduates in the US had learned music extensively in comparison to the 37% of the 
general population.

Group 3 – Non-music teacher (primary or elementary school) & Parent (concerned 
about quality of education) 

These two groups have the educational process squarely in their sights. Non-music 
teachers in the younger years of schooling are focused on developing learning habits and 
dispositions and a certain sector of the parent population will place greater focus on the 
quality of their child’s education rather than the final grades or university entrance score. 
For this reason, it seems clear that the learning processes that music enhances would be 
of most interest, followed closely by the intangible argument which looks at the bigger, 
longer picture for their child. The final icing on the cake may be some hard stats in the 
incentive argument, but this may only serve to reassure this group rather than persuade 
them. This could, of course, be quite a different story if the non-music teacher and/or 
their school has a significant focus on raising standardised test scores, in which case the 
incentive argument would be the best place to start.

Group 4 - Grant giver & Philanthropist

Finally, this group often fill in the gaps when it comes to the provision of music education, 
often for students who are underserved and don’t have the capacity to experience music 
education in any other way. They play an important role in the fabric of music education 
but also come from quite a unique perspective. Therefore, they may start from the point 
of view that the intangible argument is the most important as it is perceived to be the 
least recognised by educational authorities, boards and leaders. In my work with this 
group, the intangible argument is a great place to start by measures of impact (the 
incentive argument) and details on the transferable benefits (the indirect argument) are 
just as important and persuasive, but may not be the first argument you make.

Rather than the arguments for music education being singular, either music for music’s 
sake or music for its other cognitive benefits, we could look at utilising all of the 
arguments but in a strategic order to ensure the greatest impact. It may be that it is not 
the right or wrong argument we need, but the right argument for the right person and the 
right time.

1 Guhn, M., Emerson, S. D., & Gouzouasis, P. (2019). A population-level analysis of associations between school music participation and 
academic achievement. Journal of Educational Psychology.

https://biggerbetterbrains.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Kraus_The-Argument-for-Music-Education-PR.pdf
https://biggerbetterbrains.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Slater_Music-training-improves-speech-in-noise-perception-Longitudinal-evidence-from-a-community-based-music-program.pdf
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Does the right argument to the right person at the right time model sit well with you, or do
you have some reservations and concerns? Please detail your reservations and concerns
and suggest where you think they stem from in your own experience and belief system?

Three arguments for music education

Personal Brain Buzz Experiment Time
Share the right argument to the right person at the right time model with another music or
arts educator and discuss the pros and cons of the model in your current teaching context.

Professional Reflection • Part 1
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Which of the argument types (indirect, incentive or intangible) are you comfortable and
confident with and which one do you avoid? For both your comfortable and your avoidance
arguments, list if it is your level of knowledge, facts, expertise or confidence that contributes
to your choices. How could you improve your confidence and comfort with the argument
type you avoid?

Choose a target group from Group 1-4 above and outline one argument from each argument
type that would resonate with them. Remember to include statistical and descriptive details
and make it particular to their child, student or group. Now seek out a member of your 
chosen group to try out your new advocacy approach on. What happened? How did they 
react, and where did you get stuck (if at all)?

After completing this professional reflection, write at least two questions you have about 
this topic.

Teaching Brain Buzz Experiment Time

Questioning Brain Buzz

Professional Reflection • Part 2
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